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This thesis presents a record of the history of the
Ethiopian Theatre from its beginning in 1973 through 1979.
It traces and studies the educational validity and essential
contributions to the New Orleans community.
The basis for this study is derived mainly from the
theatre's organizers, Monroe and Anthony Bean. Together
they define the purpose, goals and structure of the Ethio‐
pian Theatre.
The record exhibits the types of activities and pro—
ductions performed, reviews and coverage by the media,
and the community's reactions and support.
It also examines the techniques and methods employed
by the directors in the development of believable stage
characters in inexperienced actors.
It observes the growth in the number of productions,
programs and activities performed and focuses on the pro—
blem of survival with limited funding. This study con‐
cludes with what has actually been accomplished and what










































































This is"a study of the Ethiopian Theatre.
﴾LEthiopian Theatre is an educational and literary organization dedica‐
ted to promoting informative entertainment in the dramatic
arts to a predominantly Black New Orleans community. The
basis for this study is derived mainly from the theatre's
organizers, Monroe and Anthony Bean.
In 1973 the Bean brothers with the help of a friend,
Harold Griffin, conceived a dream of using Black theatre
as their medium to promote constructive social thinking with‐
in their contemporary community. With emphasis on its edu‐
cational aspects, Ethiopian Theatre strongly concentrated
\
on both entertaining and cultural issues.< Its objectives
were and are:
1. To provide the mechanism or a project in which more
members of the community ﴾youth, parents, organi—
zations﴿ may become actively involved.
2. To provide wholesome and meaningful activities
so as to relieve the community of potential prob‐
lems which arise from non‐creative activities.
3. To stress the importance of collective thought and
action.
4. To develop skills necessary to maintain a quality
total theatre unit ﴾directors, writers, actors,

































































5. To create opportunities for the performance of
new works by local and regional playwrights
In 1976 Monroe Bean, Executive Director of the theatre,\~
\








Our major goal is the awakening of the community
to an appreciation of what man can accomplish through
positive awareness of self. How well any of us
is able
to act or react to life is a function of our
material
and non—material resources.
One of the most important non‐material resources /
we have is the ability to understand how our problems ,
and joys are similar to those of others and how the gf
alternatives for their continuance and solution are ,M
also similar. Ethiopian Theatre intends to give this”
non‐material resource to the community it serves.
Chapter One of this study presents an examination
of






Ethiopian Theatre with its past. Also
included in this sec
tion is a discussion of how
what they have accomplished during
the theatre's first
. It includes both descriptions and critical analyses
ast productions, various programs and activities through
Chapter Two is devoted to methods employed by
the staff
r to obtain community interest and
financial support.
The final section compares the anticipated
future of the
the directors plan to maintain
six
years.
1 " h‘ ‘an A General Outlook", ﴾A paperMonroe Bean, Et iopi , _
submitted to the volunteer staff of the
theatre in $976﴿
Paper is on file at the Ethiopian
Theatre in New Or eans
2 " h'
'
























































































THE ESTABLISHING YEARS 1973 ‐ 1976
"If a community is exposed continually to many facets




with the negative forces in their lives."
flit ,»f In the Summer of 1973 an organisationwas formed under
.1‘
/f the name of The Ethiopian Youth Workshop. The founders
J
of the organization, presently under the name "Ethiopian
Theatre", were Anthony Bean and a friend, the late Harold
Griffin. Most influential in assisting was Monroe Bean,
Anthony's older brother, who shared the dream of bringing
a
facet of the arts to the Black communityi﴿
@¥,thThe Ethiopian Youth Workshop was composed of forty young
“ipeople from the New Orleans community. The first setting was
1
a 7th ward sweet shop on Pauger and North Derbigny
Streets
owned by Monroe and Anthony Bean's mother.
In August of 1973 the company obtained the use of
Dashiki
Project Theatre's facilities. Dashiki Project Theatre,
loca‐
ted at St. Francis de Salles Auditorium, had been operating
as
a producing theatre since 1968. d
»




\¢w0 original scripts,﴾The Committed by Anthony Bean and
Yes, Dear by Monroe Bean. A third brother, Floyd
Bean, acted
in the first production.
'
3 Monroe Bean, private interview held at Ethiopian



































































' shows how a young man becomes involved
in
The Committed
drug traffic and eventually rejects
it as a way of life.
Yes, Dear is a light comedy treating
the misunderstandings
between a father and his two children. David
Cuthbert of
The Times—Picayune wrote:
With its first production —— a variety bill called
"Ethiopian Nights“ ‐— this fledgling enterprise
demonstrates above all a determined originality.
... The acting is better than average all around,
particularly the natural Harold Griffin, Floyd/﴿Bean and Anthony Bean. _ '
After this successful debut performance the/company
sought assistance in finding a home from Mr.
Vernon Winslow,
an Associate Professor of Art at Dillard University
in New
Orleans. At this time Professor Winslow was also
known as
Dr. Daddy—O, one of the top radio personalities in New
Or‐
leans. Dr. Daddy—O made an announcement on
his radio broad‐
cast urging anyone interested in giving Ethiopian Youth
Workshop a home to give him a call. A response was
offered
from Kingsley House, a community development association.
Ethiopian Theatre's first production at Kingsley House
on April 16, 1974, was Daddy's Baby by Monroe Bean and Blggg
Qgt by Anthony Bean. The company also performed
Ceremonies
In Dark Old Men by Lonnie Elder III on May 6 and 7, 197%.
Ethiopian found that their year's work at the Kingsley
House location was not fulfilling their major goal
of gener‐
ating total community participation, therefore another
move
seemed necessary.
Q David Cuthbert, "Ethiopian Nights Brings Varying Quality

















































Woodrow Bean, father of the Bean brothers, offered
them a spacious room behind his restaurant on Lapeyrouse
Street. Susan Fosberg commented that "the installation is
small and a little rough, but very professional in its
conception".5
In July of 1975 this location became the home of the
Ethiopian Theatre. The Bean brothers, along with Harold
Griffin, began the designing and renovation of the theatre.
At last they were capturing the feeling of becoming a commu‐
nity project. Monroe Bean states:
Up to now there had been no formal or informal pro‐
gram effort designed to add an aesthetic dimension to
the lives of the people of the low income pockets in
the culturally diverse demographic area served by the
Ethiopian Theatre. The Ethiopian Theatre intends to
add this dimension in order to help deter the develop‐
ment of such debilitating effects of poverty as the
high crime rate and the high school dropgutrate in
the city's 6th, 7th, 8th and 9th wards.
Tragedy struck in 1975 with the untimely death of Harold
Griffin on February 3, 1975. After a period of time the
brothers found strength in the dreams they had shared with
Harold Griffin and picked up the pieces in their binding
dedication to carry on as planned.
In January of 1976, the theatre began its comeback
with Who's Got His Own by nationally known playwright Ron
Milner. Susan Fosberg regarded the production with mixed
emotions. "It's a good story, but a badly structured play
5 Susan J. Fosberg, "Ethiopian Theatre‐‐Watching It Grow",
The Courier, New Orleans, January 22‐28, 1976, Section 2,
p. 12.
6
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It deals with the legacy of hatred of ‘Whitey’ left by a dead
father to burden his family, especially his young son."
7
In April of 1976 the New Orleans Public Library hosted
its first open house with an improvisational comedy which
was well received by representatives from the office of
Mayor Moon Landrieu. The performers included Ethiopian
Theatre members Anthony Bean, Allen Coleman and Joyce
Griffinz
In August 1976 Ethiopian Theatre opened the Fall season
with two one‐act plays; Sugar Mouth Sam Don't Dance No More
by Monroe Bean, and Ritual Murder by Tom Dent. Fosberg's
praise was extravagant: "The scripts themselves are so good
that they belong in a volume of Best One—Act Plays of the 70's,
at the very least..."
8 Richard Dodds, critic for The
Times—Picayune, outlined the plot: "Sugar Mouth Sam is almost
an ethnic parlor room melodrama as the sometimes lovers fight,
make up, rekindle their affair and finally end up alone all in
thirty minutes." 9
7 Susan Fosberg, "Ethiopian Theatre‐‐Watching It Grow",
The Courier, New Orleans, January 22‐28, 1976, Section 2,
p. 12.
8 Susan Fosberg, "Ethiopian Theatre——At the Top“, The
Courier, August 19‐25, 1976, Section 2, p. 5.
9 Richard Dodds, "Ethiopian Theatre—‐Acts on Right Course",





















































































On Friday, September 3, 1976, Ethiopian Theatre hosted
a guest performance by the Fabulous Cha Juas, a New Orleans
Black professional comedy team. Another form of performance
was offered to the local community through the use of panto‐
mine, sketches, monologues and stand—up humor. The Cha Juas,
Louis Johnson ﴾Abrah Cha Jua﴿ and McNeal Cayette ﴾Chakula
Cha Jua﴿, began working as a team in 1972 dealing with material
















































































After establishing roots in the community and develop‐
ing a following, the founders of Ethiopian Theatre began to







The community served by the Ethiopian Theatre re‐
gi sides in an area bounded on the west by St. Claude Ave—
nue, the east by Gentilly Boulevard, the north by St.
Bernard Avenue and the south by Canal Street. This
area has within it several pockets where the inhabitants
are quite poor. For example, the St. Bernard projects A
and several scattered sites are found within the area. K
This area is also known for its relaaively high levels/
of high school dropouts and crime. /
\““t Paul Bailey, writer for Ebony, challenged Black artists
in 1969, "Black Theatre has a crucial role to play in the
projection of a new image for the Black people. They need
an image that is positivef” ll The Bean brothers shared
this objective and became very selective about the quality
of plays to be performed at Ethiopian Theatre. Two one—act
plays were presented in March, 1977. First, The Quest by
Kalamu Ya Salaam was directed by Monroe Bean. This play is
centered around the life of Woody, a man stunted by personal
failure and bitterness. Woody lashes out at his older brother,
his mother, and his sister—in—law, all of whom are concerned
about his self—destructive tendencies.
10 Monroe Bean, private interview, March 22, 1979.


















































































The more favored of the two plays performed was Blagk
Happening, written by Kelly‐Marie Berry and directed by
Coril Joseph. Black Happening is a poetic dance drama
which takes a look into the lives of a ghetto family that
experiences its own share of hardships and disappointment.
The production dates were March 11, 12, 13, 18, 19, 20, 25,
26, 27 and April 1, 2 and 3. James Borders, critic for The
Courier, exclaimed that "there were so many splendid moments
and effects in the show, it would be impossible to list them
all."
12
Thunder in the Index by Phillip Hayes Dean and Ain't
Got Nothing But The Blues by Monroe Bean were double‐billed
for four consecutive weekends in July 1977 and received out‐
standing reviews. "Hayes' play deals with a confrontation
of madness, except it retains full flavor of the Black
Heritage.“ 13 Bean's play, Ain't Got Nothing_But The Blues
concerns the trials of a musician‐father who is a failure. He
starts to drink and destroys the family that was his only
support. Though the community's response was highly favor‐
able, The Courier critic, S. Joslyn Fosberg commented that
"both plays suffered from lack of strong direction, and from
a total lack of visual appeal in presentation. Even as a
small neighborhood theatre with limited funds, Ethiopian
II12James Borders, "Ethiopian Theatre‐‐Quest and Discovery , J
The Courier, March 24‐30, 1977, Section 2, p. 6.
13Susan J. Fosberg, "Ethiopian Theatre", The Courier,
































































must pay attention to theatrical as well as socio‐political
values". 14
Monroe Bean acknowledged the technical shortcomings
and attempted to explain.the budgetary problems that existed.
In October 1977, our previous location at 2001
Lapeyrouse Street, corner of North Johnson Street, was
condemned by the inspector of the Fire Department.
Because our only means of support is from the community,
we were financially unable to purchase, lease, or rent
a building. As the Theatre Director, I made an appoint‐
ment to see our State Senator, Mr. Sidney Barthelemy.
He suggested that we should talk to the Youth Develop‐
ment Association Director, Desmond Ables. We discussed
our problem with Mr. Ables, he made arrangements for
us to be housed at the Youth Development Association
Penagon Building, 1734 North Galvez. These arrangements
made‐it possible for us to continue to serve the New
Orleans 6th, 7th, 8th and 9th wards.
15
The next major production was in the new, but temporary,
home on North Galvez Street. James Baldwin's The Amen Corner,
directed by Monroe Bean was presented for three consecutive
weekends, November 4, 5, 6, 11, 12, 13, 18, 19 and 20, 1977.




/pendedupon volunteers for its survival. They often borrowed
,.,_,
{ costumes and props from the community at times of production.
\\_,.,~
in
Fosberg, “Ethiopian Theatre", Section 2, p. 5.
J \f15Monroe Bean, "Letter Addressed to Mayor Earnest Morial”}


























































The theatre literally had nothing to call their own with the
exception of a set of fresnel spotlights operated by a home‐
made autotransformer dimmer board.
In the Fall of 1977 the city's Manpower
16 office
approved salaries for theatre positions throught the Compre‐
hensive Employment Training Act ﴾CETA﴿.
17 Before this,
Ethiopian Theatre had operated solely on individual contribu‐
tions and the proceeds from box office receipts.
18
The season of 1978 was one of Ethiopian Theatre's most
productive years. This year's events included six performances
along with the initiation of several development workshops.
On Thursday, January 12, 1978, a new division of the theatre's
cultural arts program was presented. Tom Dent, director of
the Congo Square Workshop, featured experienced actors in
a night of poetry.
19
Anthony Bean defined Ethiopian Theatre's centering its
attention on local community youth. "As artists we are aware
of the need for individuals to continuously be involved.
We feel that the Ethiopian Theatre will serve this purpose."
20
Job Placement Service.'”16
17A program designed to train unemployed in an area for
a full term job forzaperiod of time.
18MonroeBean, "Letter for community support and member‐
ship", March, 1979.
19Resident Playwright at Ethiopian Theatre.





























































Ethiopian Theatre's semi—partnership with the Youth
Development, Association encouraged the Ethiopian Youth
Enrichment Program ﴾E.Y.E.P.﴿. This program was organized
to provide positive alternatives for youths confronted daily
with countless negative influences, and to provide enter‐
tainment for children on Saturdays.
Ethiopian Theatre launched its new program with a
change of pace. On January 28, 1978, a film was shown
entitled "Black Indians". It gave the historical back—
ground of the New Orleans Mardi Gras Indians. Tribal dance
steps were also performed by the Yellow Pochantis members.
Other films included such topics as drug addiction, Black
History, sports, personal hygiene, crime on the streets,
vocations, and major dramatic films.
In February of 1978 Ethiopian Theatre attempted to
broaden their activities with an attempt to form a dance
troup. They tried several ideas, but were unsuccessful
in
all attempts. The lack of funds seemed to be on the major
downfalls of this program. Anthony Bean related, "Community
participation in dance is quite different. The guys already
think theatre gives them the ‘sissy’ image and the dance
troup for them was out of the question.“
In February of 1978 the Ethiopian Theatre played a
more active role with the elder members of the community.
This group was named "The Voices of Experience", and con‐


















































were The Doctor and His Patients written by R.O.
Hendryard
and Sorry, Wrong Number by Lucille Fletcher.
These two plays
were directed by Monroe Bean and Luke Delpit.
The month of February, 1978 also gave birth to another
activity. This new program was called the Theatrical
Skill
Development Program organized for school dropouts aged
16 to 21. It was designed to aid high school dropouts
in
the re‐entry into the educative process through the arts.
The program was coordinated by the Youth Development
Associa‐
tion's Cultural Specialist, Luke Delpit, along with Creative
Advisor, Lois J. Tillman. The major goals and opportunities
were:
a﴿ To provide the mechanism for the youth to become
actively involved in the self—actualization process.
b﴿ To provide an environment conducive to creative
productivity.
c﴿ To stress the importance and necessity for economic
preparation.
d﴿ To instill an awareness of the opportunities for
positive direction through active participation
in the arts.
e﴿ To instill values necessary for thejtransition
from youth to productive adulthood?
The first touring production for the new year was
God's Trombones written by James Weldon Johnson and directed
by Anthony Bean. God's Trombones is a collection of
sermons
in verse. This production began at Ethiopian Theatre on
21Proposalsubmitted to the office of Manpower & Economic
Development for the establishment of a Theatrical Skill































































February 2%, 25 and 26 of 1978 and toured several locations.
St. Francis de Salles Auditorium March 19, 1978 and Morgan
in Kenner, Louisiana March 22, 1978 received the performG3/111
ances in great numbers. The culminating performance
of this
tour was on March 31, 1978 at the University of New Orleans.
God's Trombones offered the UNO campus community the oppor‐
tunity to experience Black Theatre in a religious aspect of
Black Life that had not been clearly understood in the past.
James M. Calonico of the University of New Orleans Department
of Sociology voiced a complaint.
God's Trombones represents many things to me.
I first saw it in Ethiopian Theatre's home theatre
at 1700 North Galvez Street. I was impressed
immediately by the message of the work itself and
particularly by Ethiopian Theatre's delivery of it.
This production is more than just a play, partially,
at least, because of its performance by a theatre
committed to and struggling toward the sane ideals
of the old Negro preachers you see today. Finally,
I feel this particular performance is important,
for in the minds of many at UNO it is no secret
that the University is unsympathetic with respect
to the needs of the sizable portion of students
representing the New Orleans "Black" community.
Perhaps this is an exaggeration or even a mis‐
apprehension on their part, perhaps not; regardless,
there are times when the racial tension still evident
in our society today is reflected here. My conclusion
as a sociologist is that such is the case because the
individuals involved simply do not understand each
other. It is my hope that God's Trombones will
help dissolve such misunderstanding and enable us
to come another step closer to the world of which
Martin L%EherKing spoke when he said, "I have a
dream.“
It is probable the Professor Calomico as well as many
members of the UNO and the New Orleans Black community were
unaware that the set and lighting for God's Trombones was
designed and constructed by Dr. Louis J. Dezseran, Director
22
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of UNO's Resident Acting Company in the Department of
Drama
l
and Communications. In 1976 and 1977 Anthony Bean
was enrolled
as a student at UNO where he met and befriended
Dr. Dezseran,
his acting and stage movement coach. Since 1977 Dr. Dezseran
had aided Ethiopian Theatre with technical skills as well
as consulting on acting and directing problems.
God's Trombones, being the first musical, gave encour‐
agement to the theatre which seemed to make future
musicals
a possibility. However, the lack of funds discouraged
this
idea completely. Anthony Bean stated that,"musicals are
just too costly. Ethiopian Theatre is a poverty
theatre
operating in a community affected by poverty. The only thing
we can really offer the community members is a chance to
perform before an audience."
The Ethiopian Youth Enrichment Program presented
‘ ,




Godfrey Cambridge March 18 through 25. Several workshops
i on drug abuse were
coordinated by Freddie Smith featuring
guest speakers from Odyssey House
23 and Euterpe Center
2“
in New Orleans. To commemorate its fifth year anniversary,
Ethiopian Theatre presented on May 12, 13 and 14 two of its
most well received productions — Ritual Murder and Contribu‐
tions.
23 A drug rehabilitation center, 1125 North Tonti Street,
New Orleans, Louisiana.
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Following the anniversary presentation in July,
W'ne Time written by Ed Bullins and directed by AnthonyIn The 1
Bean, was presented at the Youth Development Association's
building. Lynn Cunningham commented on the aura of the
play. .
The theme is nostalgia‐—a 1950's reminiscence .
with a Tennessee Williams quality of hardship and futil‐
ity. What out like a knife through the endless, job‐
less days and nights is cheap wine laced with paltry
talk. Absent are the heat and cold beer and mosquitoes
amid the languor of a New Orleans summer. But the talk
is the same‐‐pure honeggandsimple and the supply of
wine is inexhaustible.
Anthony and Monroe Bean agreed that Dr. Dezseran's
newspaper collage sets for In The Wine Time had helped
them set a new scenic standard. Lynn Cunningham stated,
"Louis Dezseran‘s set is an effective mixture of old news‐
1
paper decoupage and chalk‐white graffitti."
26
Ethiopian Theatre was expanding and enjoyed more
ambitious dreams; however, Y.D.A. was also growing. Eventu‐
>
ally Ethiopian Theatre and Y.D.A. had begun too many pro‐
I
ects to be housed in the same building. The Bean brothersj
once again consulted Dr. Dezseran about renovating their
old Lapeyrouse Street location, and with his help, Ethiopian
Theatre moved back to Lapeyrouse to a new surrounding that
took the stress off scenic presentation. Ethi0pian's new
25 Lynn Cunningham,"The Wine Is Fine", The States‐Item
New Orleans, Friday, July 7, 1978, Section E, p. 2.
26










































































theatre and present home was constructed as an arena seating
















an original script written and directed by Monroe Bean.
The






struggling to break the poverty cycle through means th
i
lead to self—destruction.
The year 1979 has achieved one of the main objectives
of Ethiopian Theatre: to emphasize its educational aspects
w
‘
with strong concentration on the entertaining and cultural fifi
fi
issues. A new method of cultural development was launched
';'".»1;
~ F.‘
in the form of creative classes in acting and in technical 1
aspects of the theatre. Daily workshopswereextended to
the New Orleans Public Schools as well as to all members in
the community at large.
k Black Journey, a tribute to Black culture through dance,
J
song, drama, poetry, and music was subsequently presented.
This production was directed by staff members Sharon Ford
and Valerie Thibodeaux on February 27 and 28.
‘ /~
1979's audience seemed to have shifted from heavy message
dramas to light comedy. Perhaps the influx of Black televi‐
sion situation comedies in 1978‐1979 is responsible for this
‘
7




























change of preference; however, as Jesse
De Vore has commented,
"The secret to surviving has been to tailor performance
to
the special interests of each audience.
Flexibility is the
key. We make it by adjusting to the temper
of the times."
28
Ethiopian Theatre's counteraction resulted
in three
consecutive weekends with Living Fat, an original comedy
9 and directed by Alvin Williams.3O
in
two acts, by Judi Mason
2
Times—Picayune's Richard Do
Th action takes place in a poor, poor household,e
with the mother working one job and the father
working
' t till there is
two. The son also holds down a Job, bu s
no money for luxuries such as a stereo
for baby sister
or a portable television for Grandma. The son,
who
'anitor in a bank, "finds" some moneyworks as a 3
dropped during a bank holdup and proceeds
to buy
' ' d fearing
gifts for his family. The parents, both Go
‐
people, must conaulttheir Maker to see if they
can
keep the money.
dds describes the play:
Determined to keep active that season the Ethiopian
Theatre members accepted an invitation to perform at the
New Orleans Jazz and Heritage Festival. The 1979
festival
was held at the Fair Grounds Race Track and
on April 20,
21 and 22, the Ethiopian Poets responded with a number
of




Jesse De Vore, “Spotlight On Voices, Inc.", Essence,
October 1978, p. 15.
29 Judi Mason is a native of Bossier City, Louisiana.
She attended Grambling University. In 1977 she won
the Norman Lear Award for Living Fat.
30 Alvin Williams is the Artistic Director at Ethiopian
V
Theatre. He has appeared in a number of stage produc‐
tions at Ethiopian and‐at other theatres in New Orleans.
31 R’ hard Dodds "Review: Comedy At Ethiopian", Times‐ic




















































































In June of 1979, Monroe Bean was invited to Shreveport,
Louisiana to direct two one‐act plays. This also
served
as an opportunity to Shreveport's interested actors
to experi‐
ence stage discipline and audience reaction.
Held at
Shreveport's Little Theatre, the performances includedQQg‐
tributions by Ted Shine and Day of Absence by Douglas
Turner
Ward. According to Gloria Christopher, director
of the Shreve‐
port Theatre of the Performing Arts, "These two plays
were
chosen because as a relatively new theatre group,
I did not
feel that it would be timely to present plays
that are too
drastic or too harsh.”
32 David Douglas, Shreveport Sun's
staff writer, commented that, "A decade ago,
a run of Day
of Absence would have caused added racial
tensions here,
but the recent play brought only roars of laughter
and ap‐
plause from a mixed audience."
33
*
Anthony Bean admitted that, “Ethiopian Theatre, as
1
well as other theatres, are beginning to reach out
towards
1
a more universal audience. In the sixties
Black Theatre had
to survive for the sake of publicizing messages of the Black
people. Today it has to survive for the same reason,
but
educational and entertainment aspects play a major role
now."34
The success of this production for Shreveport's Little
32 The Shreveport Sun, staff writer, "Theatre of Performing
Arts Sets Two Plays for Little Theatre", June 14, 1979,
Section 3: P. Q.
733 David Douglas, "Days of Absence & Contributions", Sun,
June 28, 1979, Section 3» P. 2.













































































Theatre resulted in a second invitation to Monroe Bean to
conduct future activities.
Ethiopian Theatre experienced one of its finer moments
with the presentation of White CloudsL Black Dreams by Alex
Newell. Newell, Professor of English at a Canadian University,
was visiting New Orleans and attended the opening night per‐
formance. A simmering conflict of views between father and
son, White Clouds, Black Dreams, is described as a thought
provoking drama about race.
The Summer of 1979 activities began with the Ethiopian
Theatre Summer Youth Workshop. The eight—week period cul‐
minated with a short performance ans several demonstrations
showcasing the participants newly learned skills in the arts.
In August 1979, a one—man—drama featuring Anthony Bean
added yet another new dimension for Ethiopian Theatre. The
play, The Caged Bird Singeth, is "a celebration of human
warmth out of cold experience that conveys the pain, sorrow,
joy and passion encountered by Blacks throughout their stay
in America. The show is an amalgamation of material dealing
with Black Experience in a very positive way.
35
Dr. Louis J. Dezseran coached Anthony Bean in The Caged
Bird Singeth, and was pleased with the results.
Anthony Bean has definitely succeeded in creating
a one—man‐show that couples real social significance
with solid entertainment values. His broad style






























































































































exhibits craftsmanlike know‐how in characterization ises
as well as stage movement. His bill‐of—fare
compr~
an extraordinary range of material dealing with
Black
Experience ranging from compelling and ironic presenta‐
tions of Dr. Martin Luther King and Mr. Bojangles
to
'
' ' her deli‐
a tenderly amusing portrait of an old preac
vering a sermon. This is a fine opportggityto see a
really talented New Orleanian at work.
Anthony Bean is also a member of the
Screen Actors‘
Guild, and his professional credits include
a number of New
Orleans films and commercials. His
one‐man—show was highly
praised in New Orleans, Los Angeles,
California, Texas and
Jackson, Mississippi. He recently performed
The Caged Bird
Singeth in the 1979 Carafesta
37 in Havana, Cuba and
Santiage de Cuba. Additional performances of
the one‐man—
show were scheduled at the Ethiopian Theatre
on Septbember
13 through 16, 1979.
i
36 . .
~ Dr. Louis Dezseran's comment as it appeared on
brochures
for The Caged Bird Singeth, August 1979.
37 1979 Festival held in Cuba bringing together
cultural
delegation to perform and exchange cultural experiences.
v A ‘3

























































































The development of community support and participation
was one of the problems encountered by the theatre.
The
answer was found with the unfolding of a program designed
to inform the people of all types of theatrical activities.
The staff members, along with community
volunteers, went
from door to door in different neighborhoods and simply
gave the times and dates of productions and other
activities
to the people. Monroe Bean estimated that "attendance is
about 75% each weekend because of our ‘Outreach Program‘
which has been successful in getting the people to come out
to the productions“.
38
The theatre is still dependent upon donations and box
office receipts to meet the rising cost of materials.‐ The
Ethiopian Theatre membership drive was effective as a money‐
raising project. Its members enjoy free entry to all produc‐
tions, a voting voice in all meetings and elections, and the
opportunity to participate in workshops, such as writing,
dancing and acting.
The City of New Orleans gave its support during the
Summers of 1978 and 1979 with funds which were used for ma‐
terials and to pay summer employees. These funds were
provided by the New Orleans Recreation Department﴾NORD﴿.
38








































































Community support was slowly growing with theexpansion
of the summer programs. One outstanding activity
involved




f G d's Trombones at the prison, the prison choirduction o o
sang some of the background music.
One of Ethiopian Theatre's aims is to take inexperienced
people from the community and give them a chance
to perform
on stage and to develop their talents. Monroe Bean
cited
several advantages in directing fledgling actors:
1. Generating many different people instead of
one group of experienced actors.
2. Finding in yourself as a director new methods
to reach and inspire in order to achieve your
goals.




have when they achieve something they thought
they couldn't do.
He added that the only "disadvantage is the headaches I
get in trying to teach the importance of Black
Theatre to
|]
these inexperienced actors .
On the other hand, Anthony Bean enumerated problems
in dealing with first‐time actors:
1. Selcting the right people.
2. Getting males to participate.
i
3. Matching characters to people selected.
U. Making people create characters.
no
.
£9Monroe Bean, private interview.O




















































































Both founders agree on the use of improvisation
as being the
most effective way of determining the caliber
of the aspirants’
future theatre involvement. \
The theatre offered its members and
first‐time actors
the opportunity to direct as well as to write through
the
Youth Acting Workshops. Monroe Bean described
how the new
Ethiopian Theatre school is organized. "We have
a writers‘
class that I instruct. Music and drama classes
are also
offered to those who are interested. To get people
culturally
inclined you must start with the young. You
must teach them




In 1969 Paul Bailey found out that "the performing arts
is one hell of a teaching tool".
42 Following Bailey's
example, Anthony Bean imparted that he "looked at
the writing
and directing capabilities of young actors as a teaching
mechanism. First I teach them to thing."
43
Ethiopian Theatre's philosophy coincides with Bailey's
ascertainment that "Black Theatres are united in the
belief
that their productions should be written, produced, directed,
and performed by Black artists and by other artists whose
goals are to make t%Zatreinformative, educational, revelant
and entertaining."
Mi Monroe Bean, private interview.
Q2 Paul Bailey, "Black Theatre", Ebony Magazine, August,
1969, p. 126. _
U3 Anthony Bean, private interview.
nu



























































































Since its organization in 1973, the Ethiopian Theatre
has accomplished several goals. The major goal was finding
a permanent home. The theatre finally settled at
its present
locality, 2001 Lapeyrouse Street in New Orleans.
This site
has encouraged successful community participation in several
of its projects.
The first productions provided theatre members and
staff with guidelines for continuous progress. The programs
developed helped the theatre to grow with the needs
of the
community. The brothers feel they have reached one of
their
most important goals which was for Ethiopian Theatre to empha‐
size its educational aspects with strong concentration on
the
entertaining and cultural issues of Black Life. They also
feel that their system of taking inexperienced community peo‐
ple and making them into promising actors has intensified.
They are pleased with the growth of community participation,
but are still trying to encourage even more support. Monroe
Bean stated that, "The Ethiopian Theatre is striving to
become more active in the community. We want to reach a more
universal audience, and that takes money. We are very fortu‐
nate to have come this far, but we still have a long way to
go. We are proud of our youth programs and we plan to try
other new programs in the future if our budget provides."
U5


































































































and high schools for making it mandatory













The Bean brothers stand together in the acceptance
of _
pk




sixth year. The reason we are existing
is because of our §
m 1.:













In regard to the future of Ethiopian Theatre,
it appears
U
that the community's involvement will continue in
all aspects.
The Bean brothers have learned and are
still learning how to
combat the negativeness and disappointing issues which
some‐
i
times arise. Anthony Bean stipulates that "the future
of Ethi‐ ;_
opian Theatre is the future of the people who
fund the
3F
theatre. The amount of shows produced also depends upon fa ‐4..
Jr
the funds allowed by the CETA and Manpower Programs.
Five I
1
years from now Ethiopian Theatre will






Monroe Bean also seems very optimistic about the future
E﴾ ‘
J of Ethiopian Theatre, "I think we will be able to grow and play P





Anthony Bean, private interview.
gf
Q7 Monroe Bean, private interview. E.











is about, or what we want it to be about.




























the state. Ethiopian Theatre's future goal 1S
to beC0me One
of the most outstanding theatres in the South or maybe
even
4
the whole United States."
9
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Domiciled at New Orleans, Louisiana, Parish of Orleans,
A corporation organized under the provisions of R. S. 1950, Title l2,
Chapter 2, as amended,
By Act before a Notary Public in and for the Parish of Orleans, State of
Louisiana,.on May l0, l976,
was recorded in this Office on May l4, l976, the date when cor‐
porate existence began, and filed in the Record of Non‐Profit
Corporations Book 46.
I
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ARTICLES OF INCOP.POP.A‘l'ION _'














, H3PI\P.iSH 05' oetsmz‐_»
six. f j¢
BEFORE MB,,C~ / \ 6kl2§iL4,¢i4a{,a Notary Public duly
_
_ u
, /, ; H
_
commissioned and qua1ifie' in and for the Parish of Orleans,
State of
n the presence of the witnesses
her
Louisiana, therein residing, and i A
inafter named and undersigned,
PERSONALLY CA‐RE AND APPEARS
hereunto subscribed, all above the
declared that, availing themselves
F —nro‘it corpo ations anl'narticul
of Title l2, Sections 201 et seq., of the Louisiana
Revised Statutes
5
1968, and Acts amendatory thereof
and supplementary‐thereto, they do
by these presents agree and bind themselves,
as well as such other
persons as may hereafter
become associated with them, to form and
constitute a non—proEit corporation as definded in
Title 201 ﴾7﴿ of
of the laws of the State of Louis;
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‘ TLD s'rm'2s oz" .=~¢‐;2;a:c:. Q
D the several persons whose names
a
full age of majority, who severall
“
I




under the articles anfi stipulations following:
I\RTI._CLE I
The name, style and title of this corporation
shall be BTHIQP
.THEAT3R» and under that name it shall have and enjoy
all the rights














































































































relating to the organization or non _
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or ﴾b﴿ by a corporation, contributions
ARTICLE II
The ETHIOPIAN THEATER, is organized exclusively
for charitable,
educational, and literary purposes
including for such purposes
activities
appropriate to a non—profit organization
dedicated to promoting informnti
and education about the dramatic
arts that qualifies as an exempt organi‐
r‐
zation under section S01 ﴾c﴿ ﴾3﴿
of the Internal Revenue Code of
L924
﴾or corresponding provision





hue LMHF and the making of
distributions to organizations that
si:ilarlF
_z\n'r;ic;nP.‐11:1
No part 0E the net earnings
of the corporation shall insure
to
the.benefit of, or be distributable
to, its members,_trustees,officers,
or other private persons, except
that the corporation shall be
authorized and empowered to pay
reasonable compensation for.scrvices
rendered and to make payments and
distributions in furtherance of
the
purposes set forth in
Article II hereon. .
time,
i
This corporation shall devote no
substantial part of
money, effort, or personnel to lobbying
for or against proposed legislation,
p.fl‘ U﴿
nor shall it participate in any political
campaign for or against any
'
candidate for public office. However,
this provision shall not prohibit
the corporation or its staff
from drafting legislation, testifying
before
legislative committees, or issuing
general public appeals for the passage
of laws in the public interest.
Notwithstanding any other provision of
the articles, the corporation shall
not carry on any other activities
not
permitted to be carried on ﴾a﴿ by















































































Upon the dissolution of the corporation, the Board of Directors
shall, after paying or making provision for the payment of all of the
liabilities of the corporation, dispose of all of the assets of the
corporation exclusively for the purposes of the corporation in such
manner oi to such or¢a'F t, ' _, n_ze ion or organizations organized and operated
n
exclusively for charitable, educational, or literary purposes as shall
at the time qualify as an exempt organization or organizations under
section Sol ﴾c﴿﴾3﴿ of the Internal Revenue Code of 1954 ﴾or the
corresponding provision of any future United States Internal Revenue
Law﴿, as the Board of Directors shall determine.
_ ARTICLE V




. New Orleans, Louisiana 70116
_
The full nameand post off' d
_






New Orleans, Louisiana 70122
ARTICLE VI
The corporation is to be organized on a non—stock basis. The
,
.
organizing members of the corporation shall serve as its first Board of





























































































































































The members of the Board of Directors shall, except as provided
below or by the by—laws, be elected by majority vote of the present and
voting meriers of the Board of Directors. Any member of the Board of
Directors may be removed for cause by a vote of two*thirds ﴾2/3﴿ of the
Board. In cases of vacancies caused by death, resignation, or removal
of a member of Board, the Board of Directors may elect a new member for
the remainder of the term by majority vote. The number, qualifications
terms of office, powers and duties of the Directors, the time, place, and
manner of calling, giving notice of and conducting meetings of the
Board of Directors, and the number of Directors which shall constitute
_a quorum shall be prescribed by the by—laws, The initial directors
of the COI§UIdCiORS shall be the following:
Clyde HcHenry Francis Butler
918 Carondelet Street 1263 Milton Street
New Orleans, Louisiana 70130 New Orleans, Louisiana 70121
Carolyn Sue Williams Rev. L0uis W, Smith
2326 Broadway Street . 1455 Granada Drive
,
New Orleans, Louisiana 70125 New Orleans, Louisiana 70122




Erato Street “ 1820 N. Tonti Street ‐ ‐















































No informalitv herein shall have the effect of rendering this _
‘ charter null.
‘
\ \ _ ¢
‘ THUS DONE AND PASSED in triplieate in my notarial office in the
City of New Orleans, ufo*=said, in the presence of the undersigned, , _ _ _e _ .
Wi competent witnesses, who hereunto subscribe their names, tQ99theI wit"
1
1 Sfiid Parties and we, Notary, on the day and date set forth above.
1
é











.1, t \» ﴾ t/,~~~»~
RLV. B. SMITH
, ‘WITNESSES
‘ /s/if <8/.1‐/1/~/s s '
.
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﴾l﴿' Director @ $1090.91/mo
﴾100% time﴿ x 11 mos
﴾1﴿ Technical Director @ $909.10/mo
' ﴾100% time﴿ x ll mos
﴾1﴿ Business Manager @ $727.28/mo
﴾l00% time﴿ x ll mos
﴾1﴿ Secretary @ $727.28/mo
﴾1001 time﴿ x ll mos
﴾1﴿ Music Director @ $909.10/mo ‐
K ﴾l00% time﴿ x ll mos
﴾1﴿ Public Relation ‐
﴾60% time﴿ x 11 mos
Fringe Benefits
FICA = 5 857 of total employee
salary — 5.85%x $54,000
Unemployment Compensation ‐ 3.3%
of $54,000
Consultants and Contract Services
$800 ea.x1l1 mos. ‐‐Creative
Consultants experienced in action
oriented program evaluation will be
brought in close to the end of each
month and will assess the ability to
which we have impacted upon the
problems of children in the area.
Consultant will also be brought in
to help with future refinement of
techniques necessary to help us
realize our goals.
Bookkeeping and Accounting Services




































































































































II, Non Personnel 3ub_total §j’858 »
A. Space Costs 5,170‘ .@1514
»,lL‘.I
Building ﴾Rental﴿ $200 mo. x 11 mos 2,200 Q1
Utilities — $100 mo x 11 mos 1,100 $1
Fire and Theft Insurance covering im
building $110/mo x ll mos 1,210
Liability Insurance covering staff







B. Office Equipment 1,900 §fi;
,
Four ﴾4﴿ Desks @ $125 ea. éfii500
Two ﴾2﴿ Typewriters @ $400 ea. 800 ea~
600 ’
'1“! <










D. Consumable Supplies ‐ iqp
" Telephone ﴾Local and Long Distance﴿ 600










—= Printing ﴾Programs, Posters, Scripts, 1,000 1;
etc.﴿ 1 =;
Settings @ $600 per play ﴾5 plays﴿ 3,000 ;
H. *





Video Audio Equipment 3,500 ?§4_
Photographic Equipment 900 jg
Technical Lighting Equipment 2,000 §fl1
F. Travel Expense 6,588 ;%
%
Z
Travel to perform for special events figl
or Benefits within City limit ‐ ‘@w
.. ﴾$100/bus for 10 performances﴿. 1,000
qgfinr
I 1Out of State Performances 5,588 51%












































































G. Other Costs 1,150 i
Literature and Script Stipends 700 9
Party Decorations ‘﴾Cast Party﴿ 300






















a§¢1 9 .2'9‐L;‘ »‘J1,
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I. Recreation Supervisor I $k50/mo
II, Recreation Supervisor II 500/m0
Ethiopian Theatre Inc.





Paper ﴾brown paper, drawing paper, craft paper﴿
Pencils ﴾writing and graphic pencils﴿








"T" Shirts ﴾250﴿ including instructors﴿



































































































































































































































































































































Financial Report God's Tronbones
II? IP" —~
University of New Orleans Lakefront
April 4 , 1978
j1’~PV_ENUE_;
Advance check
'Ibtal revenue from the production
EXPENSES
University of New Orleans food service




































































































































































































































































































































































































































New Orleans, La. 70116
Dear Mr. Bean:
Thank f ' ' . . .
"Openggtllseorcontributing to the success of the New Orleans Public Library's first
Not withstanding the competetion which included at least 3 000 church and schoolfairs, the Pirate's Alley Art Show, the MqdewoodFestival ,the J ' '
_ , unior League sDecorator Showcase, and a beautiful day created by Mother Nature, we managejlto5‐ntrodme aPPPO><5II1fl‘te1Y200 people to the library.






§NewOrleans Pub/reLibrary / M. Eugene Wright, Jr., City Librarian / 219 Loyola Avenue
;NewOrleans, Lou/s/ana 70140


























































































































































CITY OF New ORLEANS






New Orleans, La. 70119
Dear Mr. Bean:
This will acknowledge receipt of your
recent letter with reference to your activities
during the past five years.
You have done an outstanding job, one
for which I sincerely commend you. Please be
assured that you can count on my continued
support.






























































































































































AN AGREEMENT is hereby made between the New Orelans Jazz
and Heritage Festival and Ethiopian Poets
as Artist for Artist's particupation in the Louisiana
Heritage Fair to take place at the Fair Grounds Race Track
on April 20, 21 and 22, 1979. Employment is solely for this
and no other time in l97Q, Engagements postponed due to
inclement weather shall be fulfilled on another day at the
same price before May 1, 1980.
Artist agrees to appear on:
‐ Day﴾s﴿ Saturday, April 21, 1979
Time TBA
Festival agrees to pay Artist
Fee $_300.00
Festival and Artist agree to the terms and conditions of this
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Ceremonies In Dark Old Men
Ritual Murder
The Quest
Who's Got His Own ~
;




The Doctor And His Patients mi
.11.
is









white Cloudsi Black Dreams §%
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COMEDY TEAM ‐‐ The Ethiopian ‘Theatre will present The Fabulous Cha
Juas, New Orleans’ onLv black professional comedy team, this weekend,
September 3‐5 at the theatre’s base, 2001 Lapeyrouse Street. The Fabulous
Cha Juas are Louis Johnson, ﴾right﴿ and McNe_alCayette, who began working
as a team in 1972. They utilize sketches, pantomime,monologue and stand‐
up humor in dealing with material of social significance that is both pro‐
vocative and timely. For ticket information call 945‐1348.
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ETlll﴾﴿l’l/\N Tll['I/\Tl﴾li‐ tlucst arid tliscuictyl‐IthiopiarrTheatre continues to spread forth its wing;and ll‐“P3l>°"l asltccts of the lrlzrck /urrcricanexperience‐. sometimes with great streces.‐= and sometimes with veryI little. The latest program of one acts falls somewhere in“ the middle, with a naturalistic sl:it entitled The ﴾﴿rm.rland5‐ an impressionistic “visual poetic d;m¢¢ drama" “medBlock I/appcm'n', '
,f
‘
7he ﴾Ira‐strs anunirrspirivgpieceabout a "lost soul,"l 8 Y°""E F"ll'P"l’Pl"8blflflk I11 ur who rejects the efforts
I,
of his mother, his older hrotlrvr and his hr0tlrer':=wife to
_ provide solar:e‐arid rrmlerstrrndinz. Written by Krilarnn ya‐_ Salaam, T/Iv Qrrrst, while corrt:|_iniugthe gernr of a good' plot, is at its present stage, ton :l».ctchya work. The inner"_conflict of the centralchraetcr it too ill‐dcfinetl and the" resolution unsatisfying. The Stlmrgrtingplayers are barely
_
fleshed out, and then only in caurrsitory passages.l But given these deficiencies,the actors realize what
‐ there is of the play in a most admirable fashion. 'lhcnight we saw TheQuest,director Mon roe Bean performedthe role of Woody, the main character,and broughtachilling intensity and angst to the part. Clarence Dick‐ham, as the older brother, Jackie Corbin as the brother'swife, and Carolyn Brent, as the mother, turned in highly
. . credible performances.
_‐
'





justly accommodate director Coril Joseph's grrrruliosc
, mixed‐media scheme and the result is a show wherein
| the parts are greater than the sum.
,t
i
There are so marry spl'.'ntli'lmoments and clfeets in
; the show, it would he iznpossitvl‐:to list them all, but the
‘ slides of Afrikan and Afrik:rri‐irrzpirerlsculpture were gor‐
geous and Frank Foster's "Joint llrirrgsMe Back" mono~





if there was any rlistrcssin;‐_;rspr~‐;t of lilm‐Ir ”r!﴿I]﴿I'‐nirrfc portrayal ofthe difficult to rt! ufsrtrvivarl that |>coplC
’ of Afrikan descent travel in this c»=rrnlry,it lay in the factthat the show's tcclrrrical effect‐a,d‐:s|.\iteshoddyexecu‐
tion, often ovcrpowcrcd the work of the live performers.And while that certainly rellet ts a truism of American
, life, it is at dangerouspath for tlrestrc to lzrkc in the coni‐
'
munities of poor people. ‐
‘i 1 ‐.l;rnres Borders






























































































' The Amen Corner by James Baldwin is
‐a three‐act drama, with music, which
debates the importance of the flesh as op‐
posed to that of the spirit. Set in a church
where the gospel is full and the congrega‐
tion outspoken, Baldwin is able to present





ing in the Youth Development Association
Pentagon Building on North Galvez,
is
presenting in inspirationallyspirited ver‐
sion of the 1965 Baldwin play. Monroe
Bean has directed_a y_0ung cast which is
high on concentration‘ and seemingly
capable of turning the most cliche‐ridden
church dialogue into true church feeling.
~ Frozine “Jo” Linton plays’ the main
character, a local reverend taken to
task
when her past as an undevoted wife
is
revealed.Linton isequipped with a
tre‐
mendous range, giving a delicate perfor‐
mance of both frailbeauty and resounding
power, Jacquie .Simms, as the
reverend’s
sister, Odessa, is also a gifted actress, best
in scenes of reprimand.
' * The gymnasium—likespace now being
used by Ethopian players allows
for a
double‐decked stage. The most important
aspect of The Amen Corner, however,
is
that these actors are amazing in their con‐
centration, illustrated by the fact that
the
other side of the stage wall is a loud,
bass‐laden discotheque. That the per‐
formers can keep the tone of the
difficult
play, over that kind of obstacle, speaks
eloquently for the determination inherent
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The ‘Wine’ is fine
What reads like dialoguefrom an
inner city New Orleans neighbor‐
hood gathering actually takes place
on the front stoop of a rowhouse in a
New York ghetto. Absent are the
heat and cold beer and mosquitoes
amid the languor of a New Orleans
summer. .
But the talk is the same ‐— pure,
honest and simple. And the supply
of wine is inexhaustible.
This atmosphereis the setting of
"in Wine Time," Ethiopian Theat‐
er’s newest production.
The theme is nostalgia ‐— a 1950s
reminiscence with a Tennessee Wil‐
liams quality of hardship and futili‐
ty. What cuts like a knife through
the endless, jobless days and nights
is cheapwine laced with paltry talk.
The crux of the play concerns one
household on Derby Street, inc.‐t‐»d‐
ing Lou Dawson and her husband
Cliff, an ex‐sailor pursuing a college
education, and Lou's nephewRay,
who acts as the play's memory.
Darryl Brown as Ray. the dream‐
er, is a combination of determina‐
tion and vacillation. The effect is
engaging,especially when Brown
tinges the character with a remote
shyness.
Linda Merritt as Lou feels indebt‐
ed to her dead sister to care proper‐
ly for her son, but meets obstacles
everywhere, especially her husband
Cliff. Cliff's self‐portrait, “a grave‐
yard mind and a tombstone
disposition,” characterizes black
life in the '50s — when going to col‐
lege created a hardship and embar‐
rassment for the family, and was
looked upon as abnormal.
The escape is delirium ‐— forget‐
ting thc troubles you didn't create
and can't resolve. Carmen Thomas
is superioras Cliff, whose dead‐c‐nd
outlook moves like a spell through‐
out the play, and who becomes the
sacrificial lamb at the end.
Merritt attempts to creete a tight.
family mold that can witiistand all
hardship,but ‐’tp|=﴾:LlI‘Salmost iiaive.
Cliff says Ray must leave to find
himself a place in the world; Lou
says he's too young to go. Thus, the
triangle becomes a pair —‐ flay as a
symbol of the emerging hlacl: man
in the early '60s.
The other characters are extrane‐
ous. While they sometimes lend a
sidcvicw of life in the ghetto, the
real action takes placeon the stoop.
Jacquie Simms as Minny Garrison
is a comic relief from the surmount‐
ing drunken state ‐ the reli;;_ions
neighboramidst the sin zintl slander
of Cliff's household.
_
The mellow and sultry voice of
Dr. Daddy 0, n New t﴿rleans disc
jockey during the 50s. provides an
interesting background.
Director of Ed flnllins' play,
Anthony Bean, is right to concen‐
trate the effm ts and talents of the
cast on the better dialogue spots —
at the stoop. Louis Dczscran‘s set is
an effective mixture of old news‐
paper decoupage and chalk‐white
graffitti.
Performances are at tl p.m. on the
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~He’s gotrthepowe'r‐'c3£_A_:i,,r_odeoBronco,and he'__'and
~b_1j'otl't_ef}=Antli0ny;are to be the new‐'Paul‘Roh_esons
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﴾I iakb“é.i;:»o,ffip,m‐ibfi“Sflfi%hé5tfgiHéffi§;fiétcomedy;which was toolbad, for,'althoughit pleasedtithe
it»*hetter=,>‘a1id"’§,keepsme‘ frothgetting pe“rsonally'
quirk_y_﴿. _ hen you _th_ihk*of theithegtrg,ypu*3j§‐
.§‘fi§;lievnce',_itdid: not givesufficientspacefor the ‘l6'ng,<slow
tenderness which the_playpotentially__00ntains=~YIt’$*‐the‘








1rouse:'S‘tr§etaand1the house wasn’t open yet. So we set E
the familysto're',‐ands’‐‘had‐acouple‘of cold Dixies and ‘
*°e1_'sira§5Ier,<the 1Hiteratif;;g;;the:‐weary, the rman with ell the
fight and pridebeaten "~﴾‘.§“1'l'I£‐Vof liyirrg‐orflyfor ‐his
ho'g'‐jo'w'ls,'.and buttermilk‐. He h’fis_'m'érried_“sbovehim”:
Doris a “light‐complectedwcfrrifii?’‐whois a"
apah,havingbeen a?house~maid"to'"at"finelady in;§_2ilti‐
" more.”=‐Theyfight,"fliey1screanr,the“y_sl§p‐sticl<,*lie?i*&hts,
she raves, she puts ‐hirfildown,he_hmnblysubnjits.“ et‐in
the rnornentof ‐'his finriT'=humiliati'6n,‐she‘fcradIes».hin1ten‐
somewpomto flaps, and,1. kept. oh the .white_ 6 derly in her arms‘ muyeu know that whatever she'_‘says,
coated waiters kind the discrete tinkle of "cocktail asses st 1
she ‘married him because 'she"1oves ‘Yojlng Ilesse
Ix Pefitvla theneighbdrhood,kids,wm_dqIéd.mand out, ' Stanleyand Lynette




n'ew'hom_e,‘and theliglns dimmed‘,and it 1bl1s_;_thQgtI8—








“Yes Deef7‘“'isa silly little’froth, brifllwitiliflashesof'goo_d
lines andtheffine potentialacting’ ypu;;g_
DelfiuiialiSmith, Charles Nero, and Louis Nesl§itt{
need,a‘little»refini’ng,but they’ll get there. Director‐writéi‘
Monroe also appearedon stage and»he’s such a fine, clev‐
er, developedactor that he elmget‐;ugsetsthe balance.
. ~‐Ii ‘>§ ';‐‘ , _i__,_______
denranding»roles,"‘tho'Wugh*theirpassi'o'ns/area hit‘ urrdis‐"
"cipliriedl.﴾but better ,="un\i_iscipline_d"passion tlianj‘ not
enough﴿‘. _
~ ‘ ‐"EthiopianTheatre"‐hasjléenoperatirigior'two'1y'e'ars’
,now,~v.{hich:meansthe are ‐serious.All that they're
1acl‘cihg"’isa little experience, which they’ll get," a' set‐
desigiierifiinyoneout there=waiit"a‐challenge?﴿ands‘ little
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There are enoughlaughsin Ethiopian
>
Theater's productionof “Living\Fat” to_
smooth over many of the roughspots._
This is a necedtcomedyby JudiM_ason,,._.,
a na_t,ive_‐of‐BossierCity, i.a., and the
authoiighliwgworksfor producer'Nor‐'
man ‘Lear’on such television programs .
as “Good Times." Her eventualdesti‐
nation is visible in “Living Fat,'.’ as in‐ _
suit _humoi'provides a substantial





‐ Theaction takes pl/acein a poor,‘poor
household,with the mother "working
one job and the father working ‘two.
The son also holdsdown a job,but still
there is no rigoneyfor luxuriessuch as astereo:;ior1 'ahy sister or a . portable
teievisioirior =Grai:idma. Thelsod, "who
works ,as_ a_ janitor‐,ina banlg,“finds”some’nioney>dropped'durin'ga' bank
' holdupa'n€1.‐P_1‘0¢¢eds.tobuy‘gifts for his
family. The parents, hothGod‐i‘earin'
people,must consult their maker to see
if they can keepthe’mon'ey.~ _
"
The play’s best moments are the
scenes.lbetwe_en the mother» and grand‐







nal, it allows this productionsstrong‐
"estperformersto have some fun. Linda
Merritt offers a well‐nighperfectper‐
formance as the mother of
the
household.Her‐“praise‐the‐Lord’_'ways
‐—‐ realisticallydelivered* —‐ provideat
fihe‐foil for Deborah Smithas the wise‐
cracking grandmother.Miss Smith's
performance,is broad‐but‐funny,and




her“ barbs. C g 1 ,v
Other performanceslack the svparlqof
the above two, withistiffnessand_rush‐1,
' ' d b R. Com‐ed lines the biggest raw ac
pletingthe cast are‐Ron{€astine,"Veda
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By BRUCE EGGLER ~‐
Arts/entertainmcnteditor! , ‐_i
"White Clouds, Black Dreams,” the
current productionat Ethiopian Theat‐
er, is in some ways a throwback to the
dramatic ﴾in both senses﴿ concernsof
the 1960s, but the writing is strong
enoughto maintain interest and cred‐'
ibility today. ,"‐~.‘j__;_I
PlaywrightAlex Newell has attempt‐
ed a good deal in his play, which is‐_
practically a point‐by‐pointsummary
of the great 1960s debate over the
proper course for black people in
America, and occasionally there is a
sense of too much being crammed into
too little space,.of characters racing
througha list of debating points before
their speechcomes to an end._. .1‘
V
‘
In general, though, Newell’s reach
and grasp are well‐matched, and the
principalpoints of the play, if hardly
novel, are skillfully dramatized.
The pivotal characters are a black
judge in New York, Adam Washington
﴾How's that for an American Every‐
man name?﴿, and his elder son, Adam
Jr. Adam Sr. is a classic example of the
black who has “made it" in white soci‐
ety ‐ almost to the caricature point,
perhaps. He is a federal appellate
judge whom the president has decided
to name solicitor general, with an eye
on later nominating him for the Su‐
preme Court. He is not especially"‐
wealthy, but he's comfortably well off,
with a summer home in Vermont
where ‘his wife likes to‘ paint placid
landscapes. Adam Jr. is studying law
at Columbia. Adam Sr. has written a
well‐received autobiography. In short,
the family is well established in the
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overt racism as any blacks can be.s,.»t_>‐.‐.
FOR ADAM JR., however, this status‐
is positivelyinfuriating, an insult to all,‘
the poor and oppressed blacks in H3._l:115~',"
lem with whom he now spendshis timef._.
While thefather is satisfied to "walk a~
tightrope in the white man's circus]?‐€
and to compromisehis onetime zeal for;_"
justice at times along the way in orderi‐
to advance his own career and to open
the way for more blacks to follow, the
son has decided to turn his back on
gradualism,on integration, on working
within the system, on American society
altogether. ' i '
" ~>r<‐
The simmering conflict comes to a
head on the day when the father re‐‐
ceives a visit from a top presidential
aide to discuss the solicitor general’s
job, just hours after a black civil‐rights
leader has been assassinated in Chica‐'1'
go, leading to riots around the nation?"‐
As his father contemplates the Su‐‘
preme Court, Adam Jr. announces that
he has become the leader of a terrorist
organization determined to bring white
America to its knees and create a sepa‐
rate black nation in the South..
'
.. ,;T
Father and mother ridicule and
attack the young man for his ideas_,'
goals, tactics and motivations," using
every argumentfrom the inevitability
of overwhelmingwhite counter‐vio‐_
lence to the harmhe could do his fa‐Ji
ther’s career. He lashes back that his
father is “an Uncle Tom for Uncle Sam
‐— first in war, last in peace and never
in the hearts ofhis countrymen."
"
_




NEWELL, a white American now"
teaching English at a Canadianuniver‐
sity, was in town last weekend to see
the Ethiopian Theater production, and
I ,\‐"ta‐.1 ..,~J=?~.~.l.=
,_ I
i‐ ‐..‐ .¢'..' ‐‐, .'. .‐ym,»‐, _, ,.;,‐‘‐ 1;‐‐. ‐







A thanght‐p 5§i,l.*c;;,mma Ct bout iroice
pi‘‐_., , ‐_ .
said he wrote the play in the earlypart
of this decade and conceives of it as
taking place then. .
Some of the arguments and suggest‐
ed plans of action perhaps seem a bit
dated now, thoughthey certainly could
assume a more immediate “relevance”
at any time. And some of Newell’s in‐
sights, such as the inevitable co‐
mingling of personal memories and
ambitions in any supposedlyimperson‐
al or objective political stance, or the
unpredictableand ever‐changing ten‐
sions within a family unit, so that a
seemingly uncomplicated,even slight‐
ly silly mother can suddenly lash out
with unexpectedfury at both husband
and son as she justifies her own con‐
duct ‐— of course transcend both time
and the subject matter of the play.‐~ ~
Ethiopiansproduction,which runs
through this weekend, has generally
able work in the two key roles, with
both Desmond Ables and Allen Cole‐
man by and large convincing as Adam
Sr. and Adam Jr. respectively. Sterling
Vappie is excellent as the judge's
brother‐in‐law and closest adviser, and
D’Andrea Martin‐Scott suggests, if she
does not fully exploit, the many sides of
the mother's complex character. Eliza‐
beth Brown plays Adam Jr.’s girl‐
friend, Jay Roberts his brother and Jon
Hutton the presidentialaide. ,, t
Director Monroe Bean seems to have
gotten a good deal out of his cast, in
general, and the production runs
smoothly, aside from some confusion
about simulated radio broadcasts.
There is not a lot of action, the empha‐
sis all being on the clash of generations
through talk, but playwright Newell
keeps the talk interesting and plausible
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‐aw‘ ‐By RICHARDDODDS '
EfifiiopianTheater has returned to itsa,
h011_1_'§_'0nLapeyrouseSt;.,wlth a new
play by Monroe Bean, the group'sdirector, titled “NobodyWins." It's not
a very optimistictitle, and though
ther.¢.'.'isultimately some redemption,
the play is comprised largely of down‐
beat__incidents.~ . .
Bean'stwo‐act play is set in a New
Orléfins hohsingproject,'and'focuses on
a fatherless family that has the older
‐sonjnvolvedin lierloin traffic, thedaughterin prostitutionand the young‐
er son in burglary; The sufferingmoth‘‐
er» had triedfrto raise a God‐fearing
famfly, and inthe course of the play,
all her work .untlone. »
Thoughthe situations are somewhat
contrived and 't'hedialogue often
preaéily,“NobodyWins" is a fully con‐
ceived work that has a readilyidenti‐
fiable confilct,=cli1naxand conclusion}
’
withfiguntiedstrings,The charactersare ' ' clearly drawn‐,1thoughtending
hostay‐on one note.‘ ‘ Pu > ‘
The role of the motherisan unrelent;
ing"8h_e.She uttersnot one pleasant
wordjhntilnearly an hour into the play,
and 1i\at's it. The rest ofthe time, she‘
complainsabouthe her chil‐f
dren are causingherhefore theyhave
really given her somethingto worry.
about. To make her even more pitiful,
she has a bad leg, and limpsever so
painfully across the stage. Ivory Arm‐.
antis. certainly believable in the role,
thoughher deliberatespeech slows
thingsdown a bit; ._‘
rigfi13]Dra1na,
" There are interestingand intense
performancesfrom Alvin Lee as the
‘oldest. son, Cassandra Paige as the
daflflbfifirand John Sears as _theyoung‐
est son.§Floyd Beanis frighteningly
convincingas the psychopathicjunkie
who involves the oldest son in the her‐
"oin market. Alvin Williams does what
he can with the role of the pimp,apart
that is more of a plotdevice than a real
character. Yvonne Fisher and Ingrid






. Becausethe mother is presented88
such a"h_umor1esscharacter,‐lt'_s_1di_£.
ficult .to‘know exactly how to react to
her, ‐and consequentlyto the “play:The
children eventually stop their evil
ways,givinga‘ vote "forthe mother, but
her bitterness wasshown to be partly
responsiblefor driving the children
into"illegal activities. s
‐ 'Still,'_itfsinterestingto,s'eea play that
deals _wit‐hcharacters fand situations
that exist righthere"and now. “Nobody
Wins" will have.Friday‐Sunday per.‐
xornmheesat a=1s pim. throughOct. 11
‘ U O I ‘
The Off‐Off‐OffBroadwayPlayers
will presentJean An6uilh's “Antigone”
‘atthe ContemporaryarnrtsCenter.
‘openingOct. 27, instead of theoriginal‐
‐‐ly announced"Jacques Brel is Alive
and Well and.Living in Paris." Difficul‐
ty in finding a musical director ls the
stated ‘lawn for the switch.
Open auditions for “Antigone”will
be held.at the New Orleans Center for
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"nu C0903‐Bird *2. cu»
THE CAGED. BIRD
SINGETH, Alt‘ almost
sounds like Maya Angel0u’s
autobiography. ln fact,
when l first heard that
Anthony Bean was doing
the performance, at the
EthiopianTheater, my mind
immediately went to
Angelou. But it's a “one‐
man performance.” It is
Anthony Bean, interspers‐








L‐R: John Horne, St. Vincent, W.I., Anthony Bean, Lloyd
Lazard,_New Orleans, Jorge Rodr,iguez',rCuha,are,‐shout‘
enroute to Havana National“ 1Stadium, ‘during







Have a Dream." ‐
interesting" enough,
Anthony Bean was among




in E1 Sotano Theater. “It isa
fabuloustheater, and there l
was, performing,before a
magnificientaudience;And,







or four’ minutes.They kept
calling, '..‘;Americano!
_’Americano!?_1‐‘‐'and I love
.it!" Havana‐was the site of















Anthony Bean: in addition
to havinggreat response‘to
his work. he‘ '_wasi,'ab1eto
_meet artistsfromall over the
Carib the great’ .











has to do, as anactor.
out
on 'the_social He '
basic dramatic inspiration,
comes from Cicely; Tyson;
‘fShe does whrtre_ver'she
does,well.” In fact, Anthony
‘concludesthat his ambition
lS.' to_' combine, :‘.'.within
himself, “The drama of
Cicely Tyson, ; with the
of Sidney Poitier




and" knows the presenceof
Jamcsfiarl Jones. “While l ‘
don‘t know if their ﴾Cuba's﴿
system of government
would work, in the vastness‐
of this country——lcan say,
from what I was, able to see,
thattit;works"for them.” One
of the things that Anthony
was impressedwith was the
presence of so many “black
people. I‘ expected to find
Cubato be a predominantly
white country—but it's
mostly black. And the
delegates, fromother parts




whites, but there is a lack of
color arrimde. “lt reminded
me of how Dr. King's dream










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Synn Claire Banks was born September 1, 1955
in New Orleans, Louisiana. She recieved her high
school diploma from McDonogh #35 Senior High School.
Her Bachelor of Arts degree in Speech and Theatre
Arts was received from Xavier University in New I
, I
Orleans in 197?. Since September of 1977, she
‘
has been a graduate student in the Department of r
I
Drama and Communications at the University of M
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